
Saar 31 was created with luxury in mind.
This luxury tourist coach, developed by Haargaz Transportation, is 
a product of unique & skilled engineering efforts & known vehicle 
designer Dori Regev. The development procedure assimilated all 
experience & knowledge gained through & accumulated during prior 
& recent tourism bus projects, assisted in creating a bus that caters 
to travellers that have pleasure & leisure in mind.
Saar 31 has a modular bus body structure, capable to fit different 
chassis & has been manufactured on top of Mercedes & Man chassis. 
With its modern look & feel the bus gives passengers a comfortable 
pleasant ride heading to their next attraction. Unique attention had 
been set to achieve high human engineering & uncompromised care 
for passenger’s safety

The bus is defined by its rich accessories & excellent 
luxurious finishing such as personal night lights & air-
condition vent, luxurious luggage racks, large wide 
& spacious inner space, comfortable & lavish seats 
with reclining backs (an option, not on all busses), & 
guiding light source in aisles.

Since the Saar 31 is a tourist bus we wanted to ensure 
that the tourist will be able to see as much as possible 
of the outside, the curved shaped big side windows 
which have sliding or roller blinds, if needed, give 
that effect.
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For the very important driver, Haargaz created a work station that 
provides accessibility, comfort & full control of all the bus’s systems 
with a 7’’ LCF screen connected to the rear & inner view cameras, 
GPS, bottle cooler to quest their thirst, & front dome with A/C outlets 
& personal lighting source for the driver & tour guide.

Saar 31

The bus itself has a designed GRP entrance stairway which leads 
to a floor leveled service opening. In case of emergency, the 
bus has an electrical remote controlled emergency roof hatch 

to accompany its wide opening passenger doors.
 The Saar 31 is a tourist coach made for luxury & comfort.


